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Substitution
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional change

Augmentation
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with functional improvement

Modification
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, previously inconceivable

Enhancement

Ruben R. Puentedura, As We May Teach: Educational Technology, From Theory Into Practice. (2009)
Step 1
The teacher provides a description, explanation, or example of the new term

Step 2
Students restate the explanation of the new term in their own words

Step 3
Students create a nonlinguistic representation of the term

Step 4
Students do activities that help them add to their knowledge of vocabulary terms

Step 5
Students are asked to discuss the terms with one another

Step 6
Students are involved in games that allow them to play with the terms
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>SAMR Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ligas (2002)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CAI system used to support direct instruction approach for at-risk students.</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xin &amp; Reith (2001)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Multimedia resources provided to contextualize learning of word meanings and concepts.</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgins &amp; Raskind (2005)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Software/hardware used for text-to-speech, definitions, pronunciation guide for children with reading disabilities.</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salomon, Globerson &amp; Guterman (1989)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Software presents students with reading principles and metacognitive questions as part of the reading process.</td>
<td>1.563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Pen Is Mightier Than the Keyboard: Advantages of Longhand Over Laptop Note Taking
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Abstract
Taking notes on laptops rather than in longhand is increasingly common. Many researchers have suggested that laptop note taking is less effective than longhand note taking for learning. Prior studies have primarily focused on students' capacity for multitasking and distraction when using laptops. The present research suggests that even when laptops are used solely to take notes, they may still be impairing learning because their use results in shallower processing. In three studies, we found that students who took notes on laptops performed worse on conceptual questions than students who took notes longhand. We show that whereas taking more notes can be beneficial, laptop note takers' tendency to transcribe lectures verbatim rather than processing information and reframing it in their own words is detrimental to learning.
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Place/Space

Place → Identity
Home → Diaspora
Rooted → Nomadic

Condition
Mix of natural & artificial features that give meaning to a location

Location
Position in space

Links
Connections between places

Formal Region
Group of places with similar conditions

Functional Region
Group of places linked together by a flow

Theatrical Space

An authentic connection between academic disciplines and real world experience

A framework and workflow to develop 21st century skills

The purposeful use of technology for researching, analyzing, organizing, collaborating, communicating, publishing and reflecting.

The opportunity for learners to do something important now, rather than waiting until they are finished with their schooling

The documentation and assessment of the learning experience from challenge to solution

An environment for deep reflection on teaching and learning

A process that places students in charge of their learning

These attributes enable Challenge Based Learning to engage all learners, provide them with valuable skills, span the divide between formal and informal learning, and embrace a student's digital life.

Key Components

The Challenge Based Learning process begins with a big idea and cascades to the following: an essential question, a challenge, guiding questions, activities, and resources, a solution, implementation, evaluation, reflection, assessment, and publishing.

The Big Idea:

The big idea is a broad concept that can be explored in multiple ways, is engaging, and has importance to learners, and the larger society. Examples of big ideas are Resilience, Separation, Creativity, Health, Sustainability, and Democracy.

Essential Question:

By design, the big idea allows for the generation of a wide variety of essential questions. Eventually the process narrows to one essential question that reflects the interests of the learners and the needs of their community.

The Challenge:

From the essential question a concise challenge is articulated that asks the learners to create a specific solution that will result in concrete, meaningful action.

Guiding Questions, Activities and Resources:

Generated by the learners, guiding questions represent the knowledge needed to successfully develop a solution and provide a map for the learning process. The learners identify lessons, simulations, activities, and content resources, to answer the guiding questions and set the foundation for them to develop innovative, insightful, and realistic solutions.

Solutions:

Each challenge is stated broadly enough to allow for a variety of solutions. The solution should be thoughtful, concrete, clearly articulated and actionable in the local community.
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